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the corpus

within linguistics a corpus is defined as a collection of texts spoken andor
written which is generally assumed to be representative of a given language or a

variety of a language for linguistic analysis with the advent of computers which make

it possible to store scan and classify large masses of material there has been a rapid

expansion of corpus linguistics in the last four decades

the turning point in the development of corpus study was the survey of english
usage which began at university college london in 1958 under the supervision of
randolph quirk rundell and stock 1992 the aim of the survey was to examine

english usage particularly grammar by todays standard the corpus was small it
consisted of one million words of running text which were recorded manually and

stored on index cards half of the texts collected were spoken and half were written

english because the data were not originally stored computationally the limitation of
the survey is that physical access was not easy

the first machine readable corpus was developed at brown university in the

united states the brown corpus completed in 1964 consisted of 500 written samples

with a total of one million words of running text since the corpus was designed to be

entirely synchronic all of the texts chosen were first published in the united states in

a single year 1961 the text categories chosen ranged from scientific writings and

newspaper reportage to westernswesteriswesterns and romances in order to achieve a representative

balance of the different genres extracts of 2000 words only were made from each

selected sample the brown corpus was thus carefully balanced and provided valuable

information about word frequency and related statistical data

in 1978 the lancaster oslobergen corpus LOB a computer corpus of british
written english designed to match the brown corpus was completed at the university
of lancaster with the assistance of stig johansson at oslo and the norwegian
computing centre for humanities at bergen collins 1987 similar to its american
counterpart the LOB corpus was composed of 500 written texts of about 2000 words

each the year of publication 1961 and the sampling composition were the same as

those of the brown corpus though there were some inevitable differences in

text selection
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whereas the brown corpus and LOB were mainly used for exploration of
linguistic patterns kjellmerkuellmerKjellmer 1987 meijsdeijs 1988 nowadays applied corpus linguistics

is being developed with the aim to modify pedagogic materials corpora are being used

to compile dictionaries and grammar books COBUILD has made extensive use of the

bank of english which amounted to 450 million words in january 2002 to write

dictionaries grammar and usage books to dispel the myths about the english language

which were based on the intuitions of some armchair writers collins COBUILD

the widespread availability of computing facilities these days also enables teachers and

learners to consult large collections of electronic texts onlineon line they can search for

word combinations check word frequencies and see examples of how particular words

are used Aagoodaboodgood deal of the corpus based work eg butler 19919911 johns 19911991 johns

1994 focuses on the production of teaching and testing materials so as to develop

students inductive learning strategies and their learning autonomy

an effective learning approach as suggested by a number of researchers eg
littlejohn 1985 cotterall 1995 is to increase learner autonomy which is characterisedcharacterized

by students taking significant responsibility for their own learning littlejohn 1985

comments that an outcome of promoting learner autonomy may be an increase in

enthusiasm for learning using corpora in teaching is a way to increase learner

autonomy because instead of telling students why a certain structure is unacceptable the

teacher can abandon the role of expert and say lets read the corpus examples and find

out the answer together by searching corpora students can do their own research and

discover the usages of contemporary english at their own pace

in this paper I1 would like to demonstrate how to use corpora for error correction

and vocabulary building in a language classroom there are some publicallypublically available

corpora which anyone can use for free users only need access to the internet to be

able to perform corpus searches the world wide web access to corpora project

waw3 corpora which aims to provide free access to existing linguistic corpora under
the gutenberg project via the web to students and researchers in linguistics and related

disciplines is run by the department of language and linguistics at the university of
essex the corpus data can be used in a number of ways including the following

a comparing two similar words

b building vocabulary

c examining debatable usages

the following are some illustrations showing how to use the search engine
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comparing two similar words

previous studies eg lockhart 1996 sengupta and falvey 1998 reveal that

teachers are concerned with grammar and mechanics in their rating of students essays

the traditional method used by many teachers is to mark every error students make

this method however has long been criticisedcriticized as ineffective since marking every

error is time consuming for teachers and humiliating for students who find the

bloody corrections discouraging As a consequence writing and marking
compositions are often regarded as the most unpopular tasks for students and teachers

respectively chen 19961997 p 29 what is worse despite the hard work of
teachers who work as marking slaves or marking robots many students seem not

to be learning from error correction since they keep making the same mistakes A

more effective learning approach is to increase learner autonomy by incorporating the

idea of research in the classroom and asking students to find out the correct usage for

themselves the following example shows how to let students realize the difference
between the two easily confused adjectives live and alive

in the longman dictionary of contemporary english 1995 the following

definitions are given for live and alive

live not dead living

alive still living and not dead

it seems that the two words live and alive mean the same by looking at the

KWIC keyword in context concordance data 11 however one can find that the two

words cannot be used interchangeably take a look at the following examples

live

a person a real live person who would befordbefondbe fondjond of me

he had never seen any live boys but he had seen pictures of them

still there must be many live creatures in the world besides caterpillars

alive

they have not thethejoytheroyjoy of being alive which is a kind of earnest

the criminals will still be alive but when he cuts off their

the weak anthrax virus would be alive in the anthrax infectedfieldinfected field

reason I1I1 am sure that you remain alive it is impossible that you should
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the corpus data show that live is an attributive adjective used before a noun
whereas alive is a predicative adjective which is used after stative verbs such as be

and remain by studying the output from the searches students can see how similar

words are used in real context and work out the correct usages by themselves

vocabulary building

doing corpus searches also helps students to develop vocabulary by learningleaming the

central words and how words are formed with prefixes and suffixes take an example

of the string separa at the time ofwriting this paper the match frequency found for

this string was 2027 in all the corpora under the gutenberg project to examine what

those words are one can go to the lexical frequency page which provides the

following information

separate 736 inseparably 23

separated 554 separations 17

separation 293 separators 10

separately III111111ili separator 5

inseparable 86 inseparablesparablesinse 4

separating 68 separable 3

separates 36

the lexical frequency table above shows that the words given are all

semantically related to separate by looking at the frequencies of each word we

find which word is the central one which might be useful for example when deciding

which word a foreign learner of english might want to learn first we see that the most

frequent words here are separate and separated with 1290 instances which is about

64 of the total these statistics suggest that separate and separated are the central

items to learn the second most frequent is the noun separation with 293

occurrences which is approximately 14 of the total and the third most frequent is

the adverb separately with I1111iliiiiI1 I1 occurrences 5

by studying the frequency list we also see some examples of word formations

including the string separa we can see how some suffixes can be used to mark

different parts of speech for example ion and the less common ble for nouns and the

inflectional endings s marking the plural form and ed marking the past tense and past

participle the common prefix in- is found with the string forming words such as

inseparable and inseparably for advanced learners activities can be designed to let

students guess the meanings of new words in sentence concordancesconcordancerconcordances for example by
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studying the following sentences taken from the corpora in the gutenberg project

students can be asked to work out the meanings of each of the words underlined

she waswasfacingpacingfacingpacine courageously the three inseparablesinscparablesinseparables hagar vineyfineynineyhiney and
lucy squatted at the top of the steps and she was speaking her mind
rapidly and angrily

two this exactly like thethefirstfirst except that those inseparablesinsel2arablesinseparables hagar
vineyfineyhineykiney and lucy whom miss georgie had inelegantly dubbed the three
greases appeared silent blanket enshroudedunshrouded and perspiring at the

office door in midafternoonmid afternoon

A ship could not be spared to convey him to england he therefore
travelled through germany to hamburgh in company with his
inseparable friends sir william and lady hamilton

examining debatable usages

since corpus data reflect authentic usage some linguistic myths and distortions

that originated from the intuitions of some 18th century purists such as samuel
johnson bishop lowth and lindley murray and perpetuated from generation to

generation via dictionaries and grammars can be refuted take the latin plural data as

an example some concordancesconcordancerconcordances for this word are given below

few of these data were ever actually used however

almost all the numerical data are largely guess work it will

so many of the data whetherwhetherforrhetherforwhetherforhernorfor hope orfeasorfearor fear were

the observational data are not yet sufficiently accurate

where a great deal of data may befoundrefoundbe foundpound edison says with

freeffightfree flight to get as much data as possible regarding the conditions

gave a good deal of useful data for the construction of later vessels

the details with this data as a guide it should be

ross smiths flight valuable data was gained in respect of reliability

although the legitimacy of treating the foreign plural data as a singular noun is

disputed it does exist as a singular noun in actual practice in the corpora studied data
is used in two constructions 1 as a plural noun with a plural verb and certain plural

modifiers eg these many few 2 as a mass noun taking a singular verb and

singular modifiers eg this much a great deal ofoj by examining the concordancesconcordancerconcordances

students can realisenealise that the prescriptivistsprescript vistsfists teaching that data is a foreign plural and
must precede a plural verb is without empirical foundation in real english
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conclusion

apart from the three uses of corpora suggested in this article stevens 1991 and
johns 1994 recommend other ways of learningleaming vocabulary and grammar by means

of concordance based inductive learning strategies experience in using concordance

data has indicated that it is a powerful stimulus to student enquiry in a learner centredcantred

classroom and it helps students become better language learners and researchers

outside school an appropriate role for the teacher is no longer an authority figure but

a research organiserorganizerorganiser who provides a stimulating context in which the learner can

develop strategies for self discovery in johns 1991 p 2 words we teachers

simply provide the evidence needed to answer the learners questions and rely on the

learners intelligence to find answers

notes

1 A computer based concordance program will find all the instances of a particular
item morpheme word expression in the texts selected KWIC is a way of
displaying concordancesconcordancerconcordances that is it prints the item in the middle of the screen with
a fixed number of characters of context to the left and to the right
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